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QUESTION 1

A global Power Systems manufacturer sells Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) products through its online portal. To
gain competitive advantage, the manufacturer wants to enhance the ability of buyers to select a desired configuration of
the high-end UPS models through guided selling options on its online selling portal. The company\\'s product
development team has finalized the enhancements, and needs your help to get them implemented on their online selling
portal that is supported by Oracle Cloud Configurator. 

What four actions would you take in Oracle Cloud Configurator to enhance a buyer\\'s experience? (Choose four.) 

A. You can allow buyers to raise requests if an expected product functionality is not offered. 

B. You can create enhancements to the model structure that supplements the imported configurable structure of a
model item. 

C. You can create rules that will guide users in creating a valid model. 

D. You can create user interfaces that will be dynamically presented to users based on the options chosen in the
Configurator model. 

E. You can test the behavior of the configured model anytime when you are editing it. 

F. You can enable a checkout option for a model when a valid configuration is finalized. 

G. You can display product reviews of customers who have purchased the same configuration earlier. 

Correct Answer: BDFG 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer wants to prohibit updates to the "Subcontractor License No" field in a fulfillment line after a fulfillment line
is closed. The "Subcontractor License No" field is a context-based extensible flexfield in the fulfillment line. 

Identify the correct sequence of steps for setting up the preceding constraint. 

A. Create a constraint entity > Enable the extensible flexfield > Create a validation rule set > Create a record set >
Create a processing constraint. 

B. Enable the extensible flexfield > Create a validation rule set > Create a record set > Create the processing
constraint. 

C. Enable the extensible flexfield > Create a record set > Create a validation rule set > Create the processing
constraint. 

D. Enable the extensible flexfield > Create a validation rule set > Create the processing constraint. 

E. Create a constraint entity > Enable the extensible flexfield > Create a record set > Create a validation rule set >
Create a processing constraint. 

Correct Answer: D 

Extensible flexfields are not available on the Attributes menu of the Record Sets tab. To constrain the changes that a
user can make in an extensible flexfield, do the following work: 
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1.

 Enable the extensible flexfield. 

2.

 Create a validation rule set. 

3.

 Create a processing constraint. 

 

QUESTION 3

Identify the transformation type in which a transactional item attribute is used for transforming a product. The
transformation may be added to the existing product or replace the product on the sales order for a CTO item. 

A. Attribute to Product 

B. Product to Product 

C. Context to Product 

D. Attribute to Attribute 

Correct Answer: A 

An attribute-to-product transformation uses transactional attributes to transform an attribute to an item number. It can
add the transformation to an existing item or replace the item that the source order references. Assume your company
receives orders for an MP3 player that includes a Color attribute and a Size attribute, and that you must use a
combination of these attributes to reference an item number. In the following example, a transformation rule transforms
the Color and Size attributes of the Mini Plus item to the VIS481 item. Order Management displays VIS481 on the order
line. 

 

QUESTION 4

Your customer requires order revisions from an external system. The customer is concerned that all order lines will have
to be sent again in the revised order even though the customer typically changes only one or two lines. Which three
statements are true? (Choose three.) 

A. Order lines can be canceled by sending a cancellation request. 

B. A revised order can contain just the updated order line. 

C. All order lines will have to be sent again in the revised order. 

D. Missing order lines are assumed to be canceled. 

E. Missing order lines are not assumed to be canceled. 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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QUESTION 5

A tax authority requires that you calculate tax only on the selling price of an item that you are selling, and not on the
shipping charge. 

How will you achieve this? 

A. by moving the "Compute Tax" step before the "Create Net Price Charge Component" step in the Pricing algorithm 

B. by moving the "Compute Tax" step before the "Create Shipping Charges" step in the Pricing algorithm 

C. by creating a sub- algorithm and an expression builder 

D. by using nested action and Groovy scripts 

Correct Answer: B 
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